
A Touch of Elegance: The Pretty Posey
Regular Tissue Box Cover
There’s nothing worse than needing a tissue and having only an unattractive box
to pull one from. Tissue boxes are a necessity in every household, but that
doesn't mean they have to be an eyesore. Introducing the Pretty Posey Regular
Tissue Box Cover – a delightful solution to add a touch of elegance to your daily
life.



Functionality meets Style

Designed with both practicality and aesthetics in mind, the Pretty Posey Regular
Tissue Box Cover is a sophisticated accessory for any room. Its functionality is
unmatched, ensuring that tissues are always within reach while keeping the
unsightly tissue box hidden away.
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Crafted from high-quality materials, this tissue box cover is not only pleasing to
the eye but also durable and long-lasting. With its intricate floral pattern and
delicate details, it adds a touch of sophistication to any space. Available in a
variety of colors, you can choose the one that best complements your existing
decor.

An Essential Addition to Any Room

The Pretty Posey Regular Tissue Box Cover is not just a decorative piece; it is a
must-have accessory for every room in your home. Whether it's your living room,
bedroom, bathroom, or even your office, this tissue box cover effortlessly blends
with any setting.

In the living room, it can complement your elegant coffee table or sideboard,
enhancing the overall aesthetic appeal of the space. In the bedroom, it adds a
touch of charm to your bedside table, creating a soothing and elegant
environment.

In the bathroom, this tissue box cover elevates your overall decor, turning a
mundane necessity into an eye-catching detail. Place it on your bathroom
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countertop or vanity, and let its design steal the show.

Even in your office, the Pretty Posey Regular Tissue Box Cover can make a
difference. It adds a touch of personality to your workspace, turning a dull desk
into an inviting area where functionality meets style.

A Lovely Gift for Loved Ones

If you are looking for a unique and thoughtful gift for a loved one, the Pretty
Posey Regular Tissue Box Cover is the perfect choice. Its timeless design and
practical nature make it a versatile gift that suits any occasion – be it a birthday,
anniversary, or housewarming.

Whether you are gifting it to family or friends, this tissue box cover is a beautiful
addition to any home. Its elegant pattern and high-quality construction ensure that
it will be appreciated and cherished for years to come.

Easy to Use and Maintain

The Pretty Posey Regular Tissue Box Cover is not only a delight to the eyes but
also effortless to use and maintain. Simply slide the tissue box inside, and your
tissues are instantly transformed into a stylish accessory. Its convenient open
bottom design makes it easy to replace an empty tissue box without any hassle.

To clean the tissue box cover, wipe it gently with a soft cloth or sponge. Its
durable materials allow for convenient cleaning, ensuring that it will remain in
pristine condition for years to come.

Upgrade Your Tissue Experience Today

Say goodbye to unsightly tissue boxes and hello to elegance with the Pretty
Posey Regular Tissue Box Cover. This stunning accessory adds a touch of style



and sophistication to any room, while keeping your tissues conveniently within
reach. Whether you're looking to enhance your home decor or surprise someone
with a thoughtful gift, this tissue box cover is guaranteed to impress.

Order your Pretty Posey Regular Tissue Box Cover today and experience the
perfect blend of functionality and style!
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If blue is your favorite color you will love this regular sized tissue box trimmed
with pretty pink flowers. Stitch this plastic canvas pattern using 7 count plastic
canvas mesh and medium weight yarn.

Plastic canvas is a variation of needlepoint and other canvas work crafts, such as
embroidery. Our patterns are designed to use acrylic or wool based yarns in
medium or worsted weights. Because plastic canvas mesh is so rigid, it is perfect
for creating 3-dimensional objects such as tissue box covers, small jewelry and
trinket boxes, handbags, magnets, dolls, vases, napkin holders, wind chimes and
many other types of both decorative and useful items. Dancing Dolphin Patterns
have full instructions, and large full color charts. 
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Plastic canvas comes in different colors and with various size holes for different
thicknesses of yarn. As with any textile canvas, the hole size is called count. For
example, 10-count plastic canvas mesh has 10 holes per linear inch. The most
common sizes are 5, 7, 10, and 14 count. It is sold most often in sheets; pre-cut
shapes are available in circles, triangles and novelty shapes such as butterflies,
hearts, and stars. Our patterns are designed using 7 count plastic canvas mesh.
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